
Poland – the Heart of Europe 

 

It’s been more than two months since I came to Japan. I found myself rather busy 

taking part in trainings and local events, or discovering Kaminoyama and Yamagata region. I 

was also able to meet a lot of people and did the jikoshōkai (self-introduction) literally 

countless times. Trying to greet everybody like a real Japanese, I bowed countlessly too. 

When I say＂I’m from Poland＂I very often get reactions like ＂Oh, Poland!? It’s 

so far!＂, or ＂You’re from the country of Chopin!＂, or ＂Poland! I heard it’s really really 

cold there!＂. Right, these images of my country are true, however, Poland is so much more 

than this! Since I’m here in Poland’s host town Kaminoyama, I’ll take the opportunity to 

introduce my country little by little.  

 

So, what country is Poland? 

Poland is a country in Central Europe, in fact, it’s the 9th biggest European country 

when it comes to the size of its territory. It’s about 4/5th of the size of Japan. It’s divided into 

16 voivodeships (prefectures). Poland gets very cold in the winter, especially in the southern 

mountainous parts where lakes and rivers sometimes get freeze into ice. On the other hand, 

it can get very hot during the summer (even up to 40︒C). Contrary to Japan, however, in 

Poland the humidity is not high at all so it’s not hot and humid at the same time. Just as in 

Japan Spring and Autumn are considered to be the most pleasant seasons. 

The capital city is Warsaw. It has become the capital of Poland in the late 16th century. 

Almost 80% of the city was destroyed during the World War II and most of the beautiful town 

houses and historical buildings had to be reconstructed. Warsaw experienced a huge 

development especially during the last 30 years, becoming a modern city where anything is 

possible.  

Probably one of the most popular tourist spots in Poland is Cracow: the old capital 

and the centre of traditional polish culture. The best way to explore the city is by having a 

walk around the Old Town, admiring beautiful historical buildings and exquisite architecture, 

registered as World Cultural Heritage by UNESCO.  

If I was to compare Warsaw and Cracow to cities in Japan in terms of their history or 

atmosphere it would be Tokyo and Kyoto respectively.    

Poland is covered with mountains in the south. Going from the east we have Beskidy 

Mountains and Tatry Mountains, part of larger Karpaty Range. South-western part is covered 

by Sudety Mountains. Of all of them, the highest are Tatry (situated south from Cracow) with 

famous and popular throughout the year Zakopane resort,  

 



 Moving from the south to the north, the mountainous areas transform into hills and 

slopes and then into vast plains. The North of Poland faces the Baltic Sea. The biggest and 

historically very important is the harbour city of Gdansk. It’s very famous for amber, so if 

you’re very lucky, you may find some amber on one of the beaches nearby. Polish seaside is a 

popular summer holiday destination. Many Poles enjoy swimming in the sea and eating 

delicious local fish food in places like Sopot resort or Hel Peninsula. Also in the north, but 

north - east, is the beautiful Masurian Lake District, containing more than 2000 lakes.  

I come from the south – western area of Poland, the so called Lower Silesia region 

situated at the borders with Germany and Czech. The biggest city is Wroclaw, built around 

the banks of the River Oder. My home town, Walbrzych city, is approximately 70 km south 

from Wroclaw. It’s very close to Sudety Mountains so the scenery around is really beautiful.  

I left my home town and moved for studies to Poznan, the capital of Greater Poland 

region. Greater Poland is considered very important historically as being the place where 

Poland originated as a country and first kings of Poland from the Piast dynasty where 

coroneted in the late 10th century.  

 

OK, let’s leave it here today! 

Here’s a short summary: 

 Poland is a country in the Central Europe, it’s the Heart of Europe 

 Poland is a country with long history 

 Poland is country rich in nature – we have everything: sea, mountains, lakes, rivers, plains 

 Poland is a country worth visiting with number of UNESCO World Heritage sites 

 Poland is a country with four distinctive seasons; it is very cold in the Winter but very hot 

in the Summer 

 Also, don’t worry! Poland is a place with some delicious foods but that’s a topic for a 

separate article.  

 

Below some mildly interesting facts regarding Poland: 

Territory: 312,679 km2  

Population: 38,420m 

Capital city: Warsaw 

National language: Polish 

Currency: Zloty (PLN) 


